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Minutes from SSC Meeting - August 31, 2020
Attendees: Michael Kretsch, Carolyn Sullivan, Barrie London, Kerri Lauck, Susan Middleton
Kim Mercer, Sam Shiraishi, Orly Aicler
Review of LCAP/DLAC meeting
Bagby 2020-2021 Priorities:
1. There was discussion of the $1.8M of “COVID” money. There was a question about how much of
that was to be allocated to Bagby. Mr. Kretsch explained that a certain amount had been preallocated to expenses already incurred. He will look into what is left for re-allocation (not sure if
specific amounts are going to each school. Mr. Kretsch will follow up since some funds are expiring.
2. Other priorities would include new MacBooks as the current ones are starting to not work. In
addition there is concern that our systems are properly backed up. There was also discussion about
purchasing equipment/materials for outside learning as we slowly come back to school in
person. As the state slowly begins to allow 1 to 1 in person instruction to take place, we will start
with IEP & EL assessments. The SDC would come back first, but nothing is certain about what
would happen next. Principals are having discussions as to the protocols for kids to return for 1 to 1
assessments.
3. Kerri Lauck suggested bringing paperback books back. She will work with Mary Bufton to create a
borrowing system.
4. Professional Development Days:
A lot of teachers took different PD trainings over the summer but there is a need for specific trainings
for applications such as for Nearpod, Clever, Imagine Learning. Grade levels
need to have time to learn what others are doing to make things more efficient (Debbie Climas
trainings). There is a need for the opportunity to share our best practices, such as with SeeSaw,
Google Currents. It was suggested that there be a CSD wide collection of PD needs driven by
teachers that could be accessible via the district PD website.
5. Better translation support system
There was discussion of maybe allocating site funds for more/better communication to our Spanish
speaking families. Sartorette’s website has everything translated. Microsoft Translate, Reverso
Contexto were discussed as being better than Google Translate but district firewall won’t allow it.
6. Nugent Counseling Services
Ayako Yamazaki will be our psychologist and will be on-site on Tuesdays
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